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This article is a review of Cleanscape FortranLint, a static Fortran source code analysis tool. FortranLint is 
designed to help programmers find bugs and portability issues in Fortran programs. 

In this document I first give a general description of FortranLint. I used FortranLint on a medium sized modern 
Fortran application. This article describes the analysis procedure and what I found, including a few problems in 
an application that is used on a regular basis. As I was using FortranLint I collected some general impressions 
and they are reported. I also ran FortranLint on a legacy Fortran application, HELP, from Sandia and the Air 
Force Weapons Laboratory. This article has a discussion of the results of this second analysis. 

Most of my initial impressions of FortranLint were good but I did have a few suggestions for the developers. 
Cleanscape was given the opportunity to see an early version of this article. Some of my suggestions have been 
incorporated in to the the latest release, others are being considered for the future. Also, a number of minor 
improvements were made to FortranLint based on my initial evaluation. The article presented here reflects the 
improved version of the software, release 5.00.21. 

FortranLint from Cleanscape, http://www.cleanscape.net/products/fortranlint, is a static source code analysis 
tool. It is designed give you information about a Fortran program by examining a collection of source files. One 
of the data sheets available on the companies web page states that it is designed to find: 

●     Inconsistencies in variable and argument lists between modules
●     Inconsistencies in common block declarations
●     Questionable, non-portable or wasteful code
●     Unused variables and functions
●     Variables which are referenced but never assigned a value
●     Obsolete FORTRAN 77 features in FORTRAN 90 code
●     Variable usage conflicts
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Between the two programs that I analyzed, FortranLint found all of these issues except, Obsolete FORTRAN 77 
features. (The modern program was pure Fortran 90 and the legacy application was Fortran 66.) FortranLint can 
also produce static call trees, showing which routines are called by others. It can produces a variable cross 
reference that includes showing data types for subroutine arguments. 

FortranLint interacts with you through a GUI. The GUI is used to select files to analyze, what to look for in 
those files, select language options, and to view output. The output can be saved to text files. There is a 
command line version that provides the same features. 

I will say upfront that I like FortranLint. It is a useful tool. I found problems in my modern program that could 
have lead to errors. It could clearly help find bugs in existing programs and help find problems even before a 
program is run. Running FortranLint on the legacy application helped me understand a program that I did not 
write. FortranLint is easy to install and use and was fast on the two medium sized applications that I analyzed. 
Cleanscape provides a evaluation license. I recommend that you consider downloading FortranLint for further 
evaluation. 

The first program I analyzed with FortranLint is called Darwin. Darwin is a Fortran 90 parallel genetic 
algorithm that uses MPI. When I start working on a new machine I typically first run Darwin to ensure that I 
know how the compilers and batch submission process works. Darwin was first written in 1996. Like many 
programs, over the years, Darwin has had new code added and old taken out. I expected that some problems 
might have crept in over the years. 

Starting FortranLint brings up a three paned window as shown in Figure 1. You click on "Add File" to select 
files to add to your analysis project. (A project can be saved and reloaded later. "Project" files are created when 
you save a project to disk. These are text files that describe various settings. "Project" files use the filename 
extension .csi.) 
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Figure 1. FortranLint startup window

Darwin consists of 10 files, about 2200 lines 13 subroutines, 14 modules, and 12 functions. (These values can 
be obtained using FortranLint.) 

The lower left pane contains tabs that allow the selection of various analysis options. Figures 2-5 show the 
options that I chose at each tab for the analysis of Darwin. Mousing over an option brings up a short explanation 
of its function. 

 

Figure 2. The Analysis Options tab
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Figure 3. The Source Config tab

 

Figure 4. The Reports tab

 

Figure 5. The Misc Options tab

After I selected the various options I chose "Analyze Files" under the "Process" menu. The analysis took about 
3 seconds and the output was reported in the right pane. Again, there are four tabs in this pane. Figure 6 shows 
the whole program window after the analysis is completed. Output under the various tabs can be seen in figures 
7-10. I saved the output as text files. The full text of the analysis is contained in appendices 1-4. The analysis 
presented here first is for the fixed version of the program, that is, after I found and corrected some problems in 
the source using FortranLint. The problems that I discovered will be discussed shortly. 
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Figure 6. FortranLint window after performing an analysis

 

Figure 7. Analysis report window

 

Figure 8. Statistics report window

 

Figure 9. Call tree window
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Figure 10. Cross Reference window

You will notice under the analysis report you see 

....
flint (err): can't open mpif.h as input (No such file or 
directory)
flint (err): can't open mpif.h as input (No such file or 
directory)

***************************************************************************
       Module MPI                       File mpi.f              
Line 1

>      include 'mpif.h'
>              ^
/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mpi.f:MPI line 2:
I/O ERROR #1- missing include file.
flint (err): can't open mpif.h as input (No such file or 
directory)

....
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FortranLint did not know where to find the MPI include file. Under the "Source Config" tab in the lower left 
pane there is an option for "Include directories." This could be used to point to the MPI include file, mpif.h. 
However, I chose to not include mpif.h in the analysis. This lead FortranLint to report that the constants 
associated with MPI were not defined. Actually, I also tried the analysis using the include file. The mpif.h file 
on the platform I was using contained some extensions to Fortran 90 so this lead to more issues being reported. 

Let's look a little further down in the analysis report at what is shown for module MY_COLLECTIVE and 
function RAN1. The output for these routines is: 

***************************************************************************
       Module MY_COLLECTIVE             File mods.f             
Line 108

IMPLICIT #125- symbols were implicitly typed as I*4:  N

***************************************************************************
     Function RAN1                      File mods.f             
Line 138
              <Module subprog of RAN_MOD>

/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mods.f:RAN1 line 180:
USAGE FYI #512- SAVEd variable R conditionally set but always 
referenced.
                Not set on 66% of possible paths (2 of 3).
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/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mods.f:RAN1 line 181:
USAGE FYI #513- SAVEd variable RM1 is referenced before set on 66% 
of
                possible paths (2 of 3).

/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mods.f:RAN1 line 181:
USAGE FYI #513- SAVEd variable RM2 is referenced before set on 66% 
of
                possible paths (2 of 3).

/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mods.f:RAN1 line 172:
USAGE FYI #513- SAVEd variable IX1 is referenced before set on 66% 
of
                possible paths (2 of 3).

FortranLint    (source analysis)                              Page 
2

/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mods.f:RAN1 line 173:
USAGE FYI #513- SAVEd variable IX2 is referenced before set on 66% 
of
                possible paths (2 of 3).

/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/mods.f:RAN1 line 174:
USAGE FYI #512- SAVEd variable IX3 conditionally set but always
                referenced. Not set on 66% of possible paths (2 of 
3).
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***************************************************************************

I elected to have implicitly typed variables reported. This caused a warning to be reported for 
MY_COLLECTIVE, where N is implicitly typed. Reporting implicitly typed variables can help find typos in 
your program, for example you might have implicitly typed the variable I12 and wrote II2 by mistake 
somewhere in your program. 

For RAN1 we have reports of conditionally set variables. These are things that warrant further investigation. 
FortranLint is telling us there "may" be a problem. In this case there is no problem but for my original version 
of Darwin, FortranLint also reported that a variable was unconditionally set before it is referenced, thus 
indicating a bug. That is, FortranLint found a problem in my program that I did not know about. 

At the end of this report we have 

FortranLint    (global checking)                              Page 
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Global checking:

INTERFACE ERROR #130- missing subroutines:  MPI_ALLGATHER, 
MPI_ALLREDUCE,
                      MPI_ALLTOALLV, MPI_BCAST, MPI_COMM_DUP,
                      MPI_COMM_RANK, MPI_COMM_SIZE, 
MPI_COMM_SPLIT,
                      MPI_FINALIZE, MPI_GATHER, MPI_GET_COUNT, 
MPI_INIT,
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                      MPI_IPROBE, MPI_RECV, MPI_SCATTER, MPI_SEND,
                      MPI_TYPE_COMMIT, MPI_TYPE_STRUCT, WTIME

INTERFACE FYI #131- unused functions:  LOCATE, NORML, SPREAD

USAGE ERROR #742- module entity referenced but not set:  
GALAPAGOS:KIDS

USAGE WARNING #743- module entity set but not referenced:
                    GALAPAGOS:PRINTING

The missing subroutines are MPI routines that were not included as part of the analysis. 
GALAPAGOS:PRINTING is indeed not used. 

One problem that I reported to Cleanscape about an earlier version of FortranLint was that some subroutines 
were being reported as unused when in fact they were actually used. Cleanscape has fixed this in release 
5.00.21. 

There was another interesting report about the subroutine INVERT. FortranLint reported that 

/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/charles.f:INVERT line 1155:
USAGE ERROR #501- local variable GENE (module variable) 
conditionally
                  referenced with no way of being set first.

The wording on this message was changed slightly from earlier versions of FortranLint. It used to say 
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/rmount/paci01/sdsc/tkaiser/darwin/charles.f:INVERT line 1155:
USAGE ERROR #501- local variable GENE conditionally referenced 
with no way
                  of being set first.

The new message adds (module variable) to tell you that GENE is a module variable, leaving open the 
possibility that GENE is set elsewhere. This messaage should be taken as a suggestion to do further 
investigation. 

The "Statistics" section contains a summary of the analysis report. It lists a total of the various types of issues 
that were found in the program. 

The "Call Tree" tab shows a static call tree for the source This can be very useful in understanding unfamiliar 
programs. 

The "Cross Reference" tab shows, 

●     Where a routine is called from
●     Argument types for routines
●     What routines are called for a given routine
●     Where variables are referenced and defined within a routine.

As mentioned, FortranLint did find some problems in the original source. 

The program contained a number of dead routines, routines that at one time were used but not used anymore. 

There were routines that did not match their interface. That is, the source provided an explicit interface but the 
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actual routine did not match the interface. At some point in the past the subroutines where changed but the 
interfaces were not changed. This did not cause the program to crash but that is primarily because of luck. 

Another critical problem that was found was that there was a variable that was referenced that had never been 
set. Again, because of luck, this did not effect the results of the program. 

Most of the information discussed so far that is provided by FortranLint "should" be provided by the compiler. 
That is there should be a compiler option, -tell_me_about_my_code that produces information about 

●     Inconsistencies in variable and argument lists between modules
●     Inconsistencies in common block declarations
●     Questionable, non-portable or wasteful code
●     Unused variables and functions
●     Variables which are referenced but never assigned a value
●     Obsolete FORTRAN 77 features in FORTRAN 90 code
●     Variable usage conflicts

Some compilers do provide some of this information but some don't. Few compliers will check across routines 
for inconsistencies. On the machine which I was using to test FortranLint, the compiler did not report 
uninitialized variables. 

Another very useful feature in FortranLint is the ability to set the Fortran compiler vendor. This can be used to 
flag the use of vendor extensions to the standard. You can use this feature to "clean up" your program by 
removing extensions. Removing extensions helps in program portability. If you need or want to keep your 
extensions, this feature in FortranLint can help you determine if you can move your program from on vendors 
compiler to another without changes. 
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The bottom line questions that should be asked about any new tool are did it help with the problem at hand and 
was it easier to use than what was available before? FortranLint did help find problems in my program and it 
was easy to use. My recommendation is that you download FortranLint and try for yourself. 

As I said, I also ran FortranLint on a legacy application that I did not write, HELP. HELP stands for High 
Energy Laser Propagation. It is a wave optics program for determining atmospheric propagation for lasers. 
HELP was a workhorse of the Airborne Laser Laboratory program in the late 70's and early 80's. Comments in 
the source indicate that parts of the HELP were written in the late 60's. 

There were no problems found in the original program that would lead to incorrect results. That is, the program 
was very well written. There were few cases were common block definitions were changed between routines. 
There were a number of cases were arrays were passed to subroutines and the size and/or rank of the array in 
the subroutine was smaller. (This was common practice when this program was written but would be considered 
bad style today.) FortranLint returned information about HELP that would be useful to someone who was 
planning on bringing this program up to date. This includes information about implicitly typed symbols, 
common blocks, argument types and usages for subroutines, dead code and some small syntax problems. 

FortranLint has some recently added features. 

The latest version of the FortranLint GUI (5.00.21) supports hyperlinks for the Analysis report. That is, you can 
click on a message and have it show the respective source line in a text editor. You turn this feature on by 
selection an External Editor on the Reports setup screen. If hyperlinks are enabled, error messages in the 
Analysis report are colored red. Clicking on the red lines will bring up an editor positioned on the 
corresponding source code. In Unix this works only with NEdit for now, but support for other editors is being 
added. 

FortranLint now supports openning a project from the command line. Just specify the project's .csi file on the 
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flintgui command line. For example: 

flintgui foo.csi

When creating a project you open a collection of files. You can do a control click to open multiple files. The 
latest version of the FortranLint GUI (5.00.21) provides four additional ways to add multiple files: 

1.  If you're running under UNIX, note that the Add File dialog box now includes a button that adds all files 
in the current directory. 

2.  Additionally, you can use the standard MS-Windows shift- click approach (under both MS-Windows and 
UNIX).

For example: To select all files in a directory, press Add File, click on the first file in the dialog box, and 
shift- click on the last file.

Note: Alternatively, after the initial click, you can shift- click anywhere in the file list and drag the cursor 
while continuing to press Shift.

3.  If you want to start a new project using a large number of source files, you can specify the source files 
using a list file.

To use this feature, create a text file listing the source files you're interested in (one file per line). You can 
do this manually, or you can use a script or batch file of some kind.

Specify complete pathnames for the source files. Give the text file a .lst filename extension (required), and 
pass it to flintgui on the command line.

For example: flintgui foo.lst
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Note: Files may be specified in any order.

4.  If you want to add a large number of source files to an existing project, you can use a similar approach:
FortranLint "project" (.csi) files are just text files. If you want to add a large number of files to a project, 
edit the project's .csi file and paste an arbitrary file list directly into the [project files] section. Files should 
be specified one per line, and complete pathnames should be used. 

The dialog box that is used to add files to a project has a button that takes you to your HOME directory. 
Unfortunately, the dialog box that opens a previously saved project does not have a button to take you HOME. 

The call tree is a simple text file. It would be nice to generate an HTML file with links to the source. An HTML 
output feature is under development but the implementation details have not been released. 

Cleanscape does have another product, Xlint, that is "A companion tool for Cleanscape FortranLint." Xlint 
graphically presents the database (.fdb) information generated by Cleanscape FortranLint through windows that 
allow the programmer to step through potential errors, and to see the relationships between source code, call 
tree and symbol table." 

Click here for a tar file containing the source for the Fortran program Darwin that was used for 
this analysis.

Click here for a tar file containing the text from the original version of the analysis reports that 
FortranLint produced for Darwin.

hits:22 
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